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My best to all of the Beach City Auto Family!



											
												
													I am sooooooo SO HAPPY I found a genuinely GOOD, FAIR & HONEST shop to take my vehicle to. I was very skeptical to try yet another auto shop as I've been raked over the coals, and bent over with no Vaseline so many times before. It's painful you know.
Now, I can put my fears to rest and I firmly believe I've found the best. These guys were honest as to what I did and did NOT NEED. They did not call with a laundry list of repairs or try to pressure me in any way. The quote they gave me was fair and the work was completed and correct and done before the end of their work day which was a PLUS for me. Thank you Dave, Omar and Staff for an exceptional first time experience. I have finally found my GO TO SPOT for my vehicle needs. Thank you Val & Mike for training the guys to do it right. My heart and thoughts are with you both.



												


												Tina E
, 09/19/2023
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													I've used Beach Cities in the past and was happy with Service / Pricing - I had a lot of work done recently and was very happy with the honesty and customer service provided. I have just accidentally started restoring my truck and I hope that this shop is comfortable doing upgrade / aftermarket work because I'd love to use them again to get my truck running the way I want in the end!

												


												Tyler Hull
, 05/13/2023
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Beach Cities Auto Repair & AC

      


	Auto Repair Services
	Maintenance Coupons









						
						17662 Metzler Lane Suite A
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

					
	
						

							714-375-3145

						
					








Call today at 714-375-3145 or come by the shop at 17662 Metzler Lane Suite A, Huntington Beach, CA, 92647. Ask any car or truck owner in Huntington Beach who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Beach Cities Auto Repair & AC.
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